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Tonal dispersion
Distance of tones from center of speaker’s tonal space

Tonal pitch range

13 native speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese (5 male, 8 female)
Stimuli: 30 real monosyllabic words (6 tones x 5 syllables: fu, jau, ji, se, si ) embedded in one of 3 sentence 
frames (e.g., “I will read [target word] and X for you to hear”.

Procedure: Read sentences containing target words in two speech styles:
• Clear: as if speaking to someone with a hearing deficit
• Conversational: as if speaking with a friend or family member

Acoustic-phonetic consequences of clear speech in 
Cantonese vowels and lexical tones
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Methods

Consistent with previous work [1], the duration results support the notion that clear speech is guided by language-independent signal enhancement, with the
production of longer segments increasing signal salience. Furthermore, results revealed phonological contrast enhancement, exemplified by greater vowel
dispersion. Lexical tone production results also showed evidence of phonological contrast enhancement, with increased pitch range for certain tones, augmenting
their contour. However, for the measure of tonal dispersion, we found overall tonal stability, with the exception of Tone 3, which was shifted in the overall tone
space in a direction that would distinguish it from the tone it is most likely to be confused with, Tone 6.

In light of sizeable increases in duration and vowel dispersion, 
lexical tone position remained remarkably stable within the tonal space across speaking styles.

Tonal stability may stem from Cantonese’s relatively crowded tonal inventory. These findings suggest that while certain tonal contours are enhanced in clear
speech, temporal and spectral information of the vowel (the tone-bearing unit) may be prioritized to enhance the overall intelligibility of the utterance.

Lexical tonesIntroduction

Conclusions

Vowels Vowel dispersion

Greater vowel/tone duration in clear
versus conversational speech styles

Calculated distance of each
vowel token from center of
speaker’s vowel space in
clear and conversational
speech (Left: sample
speaker’s vowel tokens in
clear speech).
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Time-normalized tonal contours averaged across tokens and speakers. F0 values converted to semitones to reduce
cross-speaker variation [4]. Shaded areas depict 95% confidence interval.  
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Phonological contrast enhancement hypothesis: Contrast enhancement results in increased category 
distinctiveness. This would predict an expanded or more diverse tone space, yielding lexical tones that are 
more acoustically disparate
Phonological contrast stability hypothesis: Contrast stability maintains pronunciation norms. This would 
predict tonal stability across styles in tone space size and relative positioning of tones in the tonal space.

High-Rising Tone 2

High-Level Tone 1

Mid-Level Tone 3

Low-Falling Tone 4

Low-Level Tone 6

Low-Rising 
Tone 5

Distance of each vowel token from speaker’s vowel space center in clear vs. 
conversational speech. Points in area above line denote greater distance of vowel 
token in clear speech. Percentages indicate proportion of tokens above the line.

Greater vowel dispersion in clear relative to conversational
speech for all vowels.
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Speakers naturally adapt their speech to accommodate characteristics 
of their environment or listener. Clear speech production is driven by 
both language-independent signal-enhancement and language-
dependent phonological factors [1]. 
f

Regarding the influence of phonological factors, both phonemic 
contrast enhancement (e.g., dispersed vowel space [2]) and phonemic 
contrast stability (e.g., stable relative VOT and vowel duration timing 
across speaking styles, [1]) have been found, acting on different 
acoustic dimensions separately. Previous work has examined 
spectral/temporal contrasts in clear speech; however it is unclear what 
effect clear speech would have on phonemic pitch contrasts. 

/i/

/u/ /aw/

/e/

How do these forces affect the pitch dimension in Cantonese lexical tone production?

Cantonese tonal contours [3] 

High-Level Tone 1

Mid-Level Tone 3

High-Rising Tone 2

Low-Falling Tone 4

Low-Rising Tone 5 Low-Level Tone 6

Vowel/Tone Duration

• Dispersion only found for Mid-Level Tone 3, which may serve to
differentiate it from Low-Level Tone 6, to which it is acoustically
very close.

• Greater pitch range for High-Rising Tone 2, Mid-Level Tone 3, and Low-
Falling Tone 4 in clear versus conversational speech.

• One might predict largest dispersion for High-Level Tone 1 and Low-Level
Tone 6, to increase the overall tone space size, but they remain stable.

Difference between F0 maximum and F0 minimum
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Tone contours by speech style
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